SEWING PROJECT EXHIBIT CARD—Grade 5
Fill out ONE card for each sewing exhibit, regardless of number of articles.
Attach completed card to your exhibit.

Name___________________________________________County ___________________

Type of article(s)__________________________________Use of item(s):_____________

Mark skills included in your exhibit: Seam finishes are recommended on all exposed seams (except knits). Interfacing, understitching, and trimming should be used when appropriate. In addition, choose at least 3 of these skills:

___Sew a simple sleeve
___Sew buttons
___Sew with knit
___Sew patch or inseam pockets
___Insert elastic
___Insert a zipper
___Use a simple lining
___Use a drawstring
___Use batting

___Do a machine blind hem
___Do a machine topstitched hem
___Apply machine topstitching
___Apply purchased trim or ribbing
___Apply binding
___Apply facings
___Hand stitch a hem
___Gather fabric
___Match a fabric design
___Do a machine blind hem
___Do a machine topstitched hem
___Apply machine topstitching
___Apply purchased trim or ribbing
___Apply binding
___Apply facings
___Hand stitch a hem
___Gather fabric
___Match a fabric design